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Establishment of the Network

- 2014 - Workshop in Pretoria – 14 countries (Pledge to develop a network)
- 2015/2016 – setting up systems, process and constitution
- 2017 – first AGM held in Pretoria
- 2018 – second AGM held in Accra
- 2019 – Third AGM planned to be held in Angola
What has been done?

• Membership to the Network (currently 11 countries)
• Interest from select countries and organisations – funding challenge
• Constitution of the network established
• Awareness building on the network objectives undertaken
• Linkages made with countries such as Nigeria who have a large application base in verification of qualifications
• The advantages of the network seen in the day to day functioning
• Linkages with other global networks such as GDN and TAICEP and AAU
Areas of work focus

• Digitisation of learner records
• Sharing of best practices in verification
• Addressing issues of qualification misrepresentation and fraud
• Sharing of information – accredited institutions, quality assurance agencies
• Membership drive and popularization of the network